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What Critics Say

Amtrak said Monday it posted another yearly increase in passengers 
as doubts loomed over the future of its money-losing network of  
long-distance trains.  McClatchy Newspapers 

To critics, Amtrak’s long-distance trains don’t reflect the way 
Americans travel today. Miami Herald 

And then you have a whole bunch of huge money-losing long-distance 
routes that official national rail policy treats with kid gloves. The 
report euphemistically refers to these routes as serving a 
"geographical equity" goal, which is a polite way of saying it's 
nonsense policy to broaden political support Slate.com



The Critics are Not Correct 

• Sustained long distance growth for last 10 years 
• Large portions of revenue passenger miles are 
generated from long distance trains 

•      



 
 
 

Theory: On a per capita basis, Do towns along long distance routes use Amtrak to a greater, 



Yes! Maps can demonstrate this.

• Use of graduated symbol map 
• Use line map to compare average trip length 
• Combine information in new ways
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Data
• From Amtrak, Amtrak passenger manifests for the week of 

November 3, 2013, National Association of Railroad 
Passengers 2012 data and 2010 US Census 
• Number crunching using Excel for NEC average passenger 

miles







NEC Cities Per Capita 
Ridership





Empire Builder Montana Per Capita 
Ridership





               RPMs

Acela 
3,331,590 pax X 200 
miles= 666,318,000 
RPMs 

Empire Builder 
533,323 pax X 736= 
392,525,728 RPMs

      Average Trip Length



Theory proven? 
• Largely, yes 
• Some cities such as New York utilize Amtrak less than most 

cities in Montana 
• Many other cities in Montana equal or exceed NEC per capita 

patronage 
• With RPMs taken into account, long distance trains have an 

outsize influence on system RPMs meaning long distance 
trains have an outsize influence on total Amtrak utility



Sources
• Amtrak passenger manifests week of November 3-10, 2013 

• National Association of Rail Passengers annual passenger statistics 
• http://narprail.org/resources/fact-sheets 

• Acela, Apples, Watermelons and-Profit?, Don Philips, Trains Magazine, pages 10-11, June 2013 

• Slate.com, http://www.slate.com/blogs/moneybox/2013/03/01/amtrak_profits_in_the_northeast_where_people_use_it_they_make_money.html 

• Miami Herald, http://www.miamiherald.com/2013/10/28/3711407/without-federal-aid-amtrak-could.html  

• McClatchy Newspapers/Buffalo News, http://www.buffalonews.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?
avis=BN&date=20131029&category=WORLD&lopenr=131028607&Ref=AR&profile=1617 

• Google Images 

• Esri map and projection data

http://narprail.org/resources/fact-sheets
http://www.slate.com/blogs/moneybox/2013/03/01/amtrak_profits_in_the_northeast_where_people_use_it_they_make_money.html
http://www.buffalonews.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?avis=BN&date=20131029&category=WORLD&lopenr=131028607&Ref=AR&profile=1617
http://www.buffalonews.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?avis=BN&date=20131029&category=WORLD&lopenr=131028607&Ref=AR&profile=1617
http://www.buffalonews.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?avis=BN&date=20131029&category=WORLD&lopenr=131028607&Ref=AR&profile=1617


So, What Does This Mean for Advocates, 
Planners and Future Passenger Service?
• The myth that nobody rides long distance trains off the NEC 

can be proven false with data 
• Advocates cannot just say that misinformation isn’t true 
• Know what per capita ridership and data actually are 
• Know the difference between ridership and revenue passenger 

miles (RPMs) and the importance of RPMs per product line



Challenges to Passenger Service in North America

• Political will-Amtrak must fight for right to exist the next 
year and then fight for funding 
• Weak mandate to provide service 
• Ad hoc funding and inconsistent levels of service 
• Current Amtrak regulations (PRIIA) make it difficult to start 

any new service 
• Amtrak disinterested in adding to the basic system (long distance 

trains) beyond commissioning mandated studies 
• Any non-NEC trains must receive state support-some success with 

Cascades service 



Question Time!



Question Time!

•Amtrak measured by profit/loss 
•Highways and air travel system measured by 
utility/benefit to society/access



Passenger Rail Status Quo-Reluctance to Engagement

● Public agencies normally commission a study 
● Funding is not identified 
● Timelines are unclear, especially with no path for 

funding  
● Railroads often not engaged early in the process 
● Process takes so long (decades) that some 

advocates lose interest 
● Pioneer study from 2009 is a typical example 

○ Intended to restore a Seattle-Portland-Boise-Denver 
train 

○ Funding not identified 
○ Union Pacific was asked to respond, not a partner in 

process 
● Parties talk past each other instead of seeking 

consensus



Planning and 
Advocacy of 
Passenger Rail:  
                            
One cat is hard to 
herd. 





• Funding identified-federal, state, local 
o With luck, multi-year funding! (unlikely)  

• Multiple state DOTs must be on the same page 
• Multiple state legislatures must be on the same page 
• Freight railroads on board  
• Capital funding for infrastructure improvements 
• Local funding 
• Equipment sourced 
• Coordination with economic development agencies,  
     regional agencies, COGs, other advocates  
• Advocacy resources 
• Opposition must be surmounted 

o Data like per capita ridership can counter 
opposition 

For new passenger service the following must 
happen:



What does This Mean for the 
Pioneer?



• Coordinate advocacy  
• Engage local elected officials 
• Engage state legislators 
• Engage congress people 
• Engage governors 
• Engage DOTs 
• Engage regional economic  
   development agencies 
• Identify and convene key  
   stakeholders early and often 
• Identify a stable source of funding 
• All of this must be coordinated like it’s someone’s full 

time job

Necessary Next 
Steps



The Freight Railroad-
Amtrak  

Relationship Needs to 
Change

• Something needs to be done to bring railroads to the table 
and create ways for them to be engaged as true partners 

• Planning/implementation horizon must be shorter than 
decades 

• A more compelling reason other than “It’s in the Amtrak 
law” 
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